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Q: Is it possible to have the template called New Incident for both requesters and technicians? 
Currently for requesters it is called New Issue. 

   

A: Only in the professional edition of ServiceDesk Plus we have an issue where the 'New Incident' 

button is shown as 'New Issue'. We have marked this to be fixed in one of the service packs.  

    

Q: Or how we can create custom forms like excel in service desk? 

   

A: To create a table in the service request template, go to Admin > Service Catalog > edit a template > 

go to the description section > in the tool bar, click on the drop-down menu next to the link button > 

Insert table, select the number of rows & columns required. 

    

Q: Is this an on premise deployment and is it different for on-demand? 

   

A: Yes, the product used for demonstration is ServiceDesk Plus on-premises. Both the products are 

functionally identical to a large extent, however there are some differences in the UI and, CMDB 

module is under development in the cloud version.   

 

Q: In what version of SDP is the PII function available? 

   

A: As a GDPR compliance initiative, marking PII (personally identifiable information) for fields is 

introduced from the latest build, ServiceDesk Plus 9.4 build 9404.Once this option is enabled, the data 

updated in the field will be encrypted and stored. We will bring more compliance features in the future 

releases.     

 

Q: What servicedesk build version are you using for this training?  

   

A: We used ServiceDesk Plus version 9.4 build 9404 (latest build as on April 12, 2018) 

   

Q: We are having trouble with changing email addresses on existing users. when we reply via the 
service desk tickets, it fills in the old email address for the user.  Do you know where the email 
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address information is filled in?  Thanks. 

   

A: Go to Admin > Users > Requesters > search and edit the requester profile > update the new email  

address and save. That way in any new request that this user creates, the updated email address will 

be used.  

    

Q: Can set the Resource like mandatory ?  

A: Resource can be made mandatory with Field & Form rules. To do that, go to Admin > Service Catalog 

> edit the service request template > go to Field & Form rules > create a new rule on form load > 

provide a rule name > Actions - Mandate fields > choose the question and save.  

     

Q: My screen does not look like this.  

   

A: ServiceDesk Plus is available in 2 delivery models, on-premises (installable) and Cloud 

(subscription). Both are functionally identical, however there are differences in the UI. Moreover, both 

the models have 3 editions - standard, professional and enterprise. For this webinar, we used 

ServiceDesk Plus on-premises - Enterprise edition. 

    

Q: Task workflow organize tasks, can you talk about reporting on tasks such that we can see a 
wholistic view of all tasks? I know your PM feature can assist with this, do you have a workflow 
that is similar to KanBan boards? 

   

A: Just like Projects, tasks attached to service requests can also be organized and dependency map 

can be build to create a workflow. To do this, go to Admin > Service Catalog > edit the request template 

> go to Workflow tab > under Tasks section, create tasks and click on task dependencies, witht that 

you can create a workflow. Also there is an option to organize the tasks in order. With regards to 

reporting, for now we don't have KanBan boards but you can run reports agains tasks. Go to Reports > 

New Custom Report > Choose 'Tasks' module > proceed to report wizard > select the required columns, 

set the condition and run report.  
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Q: If I create a Service Template, that includes task that must be assigned to different  

technician. May I change the title of the Task automatically using a script, when a new service 
request is raised using the template? For instance, a have a new hire service template, there is a 
new hire name field in the template. I have a task in this template, whose title is: "setup account 
for: ". Is there a way in which, when a user raises a service request using this template, the title 
of the task be updated when the field of the template is changed to "setup account for: name"?  

   

A: This requirement can be achieved with field & form rules. To configure it please contact our support 

via support@servicedeskplus.com 

    

Q: Will you be doing a Webinar using the Web version of ServiceDesk Plus. This appears to be 
the on-prem version which is definetly different than the web versoin. 

   

A: Yes, we have plans to do a webinar with ServiceDesk Plus Cloud. We will keep you posted on the 

schedule.  

    

Q: Can i link incidents and problems to a task such that if there is a problem we can track that 
problem as the task stays on hold? 

   

A: It is not possible to simultaneously associate an incident and problem to one task. If your 

requirement is to associate an incident and a problem, it can be done. To do that, go to the incident > 

click on the drop-down next to New Problem > Search problems > select the problem and associate. If 

you have a different requirement, please send and email to support@servicedeskplus.com, we will 

clarify that for you.  

    

Q: Under mail and then mail server settings, when I'm fetching mail automatically, does it have to 
be an actual user, like a real email or can I have the fetching done from a shared mailbox, and 
then my next question is what are good business rules to set?  

   

A: ServiceDesk Plus has to be connected to separate mail account. Whenever an email is sent to that 

address, the email will be fetched and converted into an incident. 
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To configure email server settings: 

https://help.servicedeskplus.com/configurations/helpdesk/email-configurations.html   

 

With business rules, automatic actions can be performed on a request. Action like routing a requet to a 

technician or group and more can be done based on the criteria read from the reqeust.  

To know more: 

https://help.servicedeskplus.com/configurations/helpdesk/configuring-business-rules.html   

    

Q: My installation of ServiceDesk Plus does not have Service Catalog in the menus.  Do I need to 
upgrade to a different edition to access the Service Catalog? 

   

A: Service Catalog is available out of the box only in the enterprise edition of ServiceDesk Plus. If you 

use Professional or Standard editions, you can either upgrade to Enterprise or purchase the service 

catalog add-on.  

    

Q: Is there any way that we can automate tasks based on form rules? 

   

A: Yes, tasks can be created in a template however you can choose to unset all the tasks by default 

when you load the form and enable it based on the inputs given by the user. This can be achieved with 

Field & Form rules. To achieve this, go to Admin > Service catalog > edit the request template > go to 

Field & Form rules > on-load create a new rule > in actions select 'unset tasks' - choose the tasks that 

has to be disabled. Now choose the event 'on field change' > select the field input and set the criteria > 

Now under actions choose 'set tasks' and select the tasks that has to be enabled. If you need further 

clarity, please send us as email to support@servicedeskplus.com 

    

Q: What is the VIP box in the user profile? 

   

A: If the VIP check box is enabled for an user, the request submitted by these users will be highlighted 

with a shield symbol so that you can prioritize it. Also, VIP user is available as a SLA criteria, with that 

you can setup a separate SLA for requests from these users.  
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Q: Is there a limit to how many SLAs can be created? 

   

A: There is no limit in ServiceDesk Plus for the number of SLA.  

    

Q: Can you copy a service request? 

   

A: From the version 9.4 build 9404, the option to duplicate a service request is available under the 

actions menu in the request details page.  

    

Q: Are there any hands on lessons available to practice what you are teaching? 

   

A: If you are referring to a demo installation, yes we have. Please go to 

http://demo.servicedeskplus.com   

    

Q: Is there a manual of some sort that will guide us through this process and help as reference to 
the things you went over?  

   

A: We will send you the recording of this webinar also you can refer to the admin guide in the link 

below., 

https://help.servicedeskplus.com/index.html 

    

Q: It is possible to send emails on each task? 

   

A: There is a separate set of notifications available for tasks, to enable them, go to Admin > 

Notification Rules > Tasks. But if you are referring to email conversations for tasks, then it is not 

available.  

    

Q: How were you able to have the Requester automatically default to Guest in your example? 

    

A: If a requester logs into the self-service portal, his name will be set in the requester name field. Only 

for technician accounts, the requester name can be changed.  
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Q: Can you move services/incidents from one category to another once they are created? 

   

A: If a service request is wrongly submitted as an incident, then you can convert it to a service request.  

This option is available under the actions menu in the request details page. Likewise, option to convert 

a service request to incident is also available. In addition to this, if an incident is wrongly submitted 

with a different template, you can edit the incident and change the template but this option is not 

available for service requests.  

    

Q: Is service category a indepently installed module? I dont' seem to have it. 

   

A: Service Catalog is available out of the box only in the enterprise edition of ServiceDesk Plus. If you 

use Professional or Standard editions, you can either upgrade to Enterprise or purchase the service 

catalog add-on. 

    

Q: For example i have a new hire request in the catalog can I create a copy to modify? 

   

A: Yes, you can copy a template and make changes to it. Go to Admin > Service Catalog > edit the 

request template > at the top of the template you will get an option to copy the template.  

    

Q: Can we have ManageEngine run powershell scripts that create tickets?  We want to be able to 
automate new employee set-ups. 

   

A: Yes, ServiceDesk Plus has a feature called custom triggers with which you can execute scripts and 

invoke API calls. We are conducting a dedicated webinar on scripts and triggers on July 5, 2018. 

https://www.manageengine.com/products/service-desk/servicedesk-plus-training.html?InApp#service

-catalog   

Custom triggers guide: 

https://help.servicedeskplus.com/configurations/helpdesk/custom-triggers.html   
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Q: Under mail and then mail server settings, when I'm fetching mail automatically, does it have to 
be an actual user, like a real email or can i have the fetching done from a shared mailbox, and 
then my next question is what are good business rules to set? Under mail and then mail server 
settings, when I'm fetching mail automatically, does it have to be an actual user, like a real email 
or can i have the fetching done from a shared mailbox, and then my next question is what are 
good business rules to set?  

   

A: You have to configure a dedicated email box for ServiceDesk Plus. After fetching the email, it will 

mark the email as 'read'. 

    

Q: I missed a bit, was the Self Service Portal view solely for end users? 

   

A: Self-service portal is for the requesters (end users), they can login using their domain credentials 

(even pass-through) if ServiceDesk Plus is connected to the Active Directory.  

    

Q: We are currently implementing an service request for our institution. We are having issues 
with the group that handles these requests to actually see them. They are in a group combined 
with 1st tier and 2nd tier. Would we have to create a separate group for them or is there a way to 
avoid this? 

   

A: You can associate technicians to mulitple support groups and with a custom role, the technician's 

view can be restricted to associated support groups. 

    

Q: I can update the fields inside the template, but not the fields inside the tasks.  

   

A: If you are referring to field & form rules, yes it can only be applied to request template not for tasks.  

    

Q: Can you duplicate only in v. 9.4? 

   

A: Yes, from version 9.4 build 9404 

    

Q: How are the requesters account created? Is it automatically as guest? 
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A: Requesters can be added to ServiceDesk Plus through Active Directory imports, import from a CSV 

file or added manually.  

    

Q: How to remove the default field in service catalg like (subject) ? and how to make field box 
bigger same as subject text box? 

A: It is not possible to remove the default fields. If you need a bigger field, use multi-line option when 

adding a new additional field.  

    

Q: Can requests be submitted automatically without any approval? 

   

A: If you don't configure any approver in the workflow section, then the apporval part will not be applied 

to the request.  

    

Q: Hello! If we have only one SLA menu in settings, and there is no 'Service Catalog', can we 
promote self-service for out Clients and use approvement?  

   

A: I believe you are using standard or professional edition of ServiceDesk Plus. Without service catalog, 

it is not possible to configure and enforce an approval workflow. You can get service catalog as an 

add-on over the standard and professional editions. Check this link to know more., 

https://store.manageengine.com/service-desk/?_ga=2.157953913.238720409.1524117984-13704572

91.1470155259   

    

Q: This question might be more relevant to one of the other webinar sessions ... but my question 
is : is it possible to 'subscribe' to a ticket as a Service Desk user so that I get notified when a 
comment is added by a technician or end user? 

   

A: You can link two requests to achieve the same requirement however it is not possible to subscribe 

to a request to receive updates.  

    

Q: Is there a way for a technician to be notified by e-mail once a SR has been approved? 
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A: This feature is not available in ServiceDesk Plus yet. This will be made available in one of the future 

releases. As a workaround we can trigger an email using custom triggers. To know more, please 

contact our support via support@servicedeskplus.com 

    

Q: Would it possible to group Tasks/SR's/INC's in the same area with a custom filter? Having two 
panes seems convoluted for technician view. 

   

A: In the latest version we have the combined view where requests and tasks are in the same page 

however it is not possible to bring them under the same list.  

    

Q: Do you need to assign a technician license to staff who will be completing tasks (e.g. HR, or 
Application owners)? 

   

A: You can choose to share the request to other users, however if they have to work on the request, 

they have to be elevated as technicians. If you are planning to use ServiceDesk Plus for other 

departments, I recommend you to check ServiceDesk Plus Cloud. In this model, we have enterprise 

service management which enbles ServiceDesk Plus to be used for non-IT departments.  

To know more: 

https://www.manageengine.com/products/service-desk/enterprise-it-service-desk-management.html   

    

Q: Please would you kindly explain the AD Manager Plus integration for auto account set up? 

   

A: There will be a dedicated session to showcase the integrations and extensions. I will over this topic 

in that session.  

    

Q: How to configure multiple approvers in stage 1? 

   

A: To add multiple approvers, go to Admin > Service Catalog > edit the template > go to workflow > 

near the approver field you will get the approver selection option, from the list multiselect and save. 

That way you can add multiple approvers to a stage.  
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Q: How to add descriptions to default fields? 

   

A: Option to add description to default field is not possible.  

    

Q: Hi Sir, Round Robin & Load Balancing, how we can use for different teams like Groups? For 
example, we need Round Robin for Application team but Load balancing for Infra team and 
technitians only manual assignment, how is it possible? 

   

A: In ServiceDesk Plus, tech auto assign is a global configuration i.e., it can be enabled or disabled 

globally with either load balancing or round robin methods. It can't be enabled in a support group level 

however you can choose to exclude certain technicians or by certain criteria of the request like site, 

priority etc., 

    

Q: When a requestor selects another requestor in the incident template, they both get an email 
but they are not able to click the request link and are unable to view the request in the portal?  

   

A: We need more clarity on this issue. Please report this to support@servicedeskplus.com for further 

analysis.  

    

Q: Is service to incident converting option available?    

     

A: Yes, upgrade ServiceDesk Plus to the latest version 9.4 to use this feature.  

    

Q: Admin users can view other department templates but support users cant view. 

   

A: yes, admin users can view all templates. If a template is associated to a support group, then only 

the technicians in that support group will have access to it. 

    

Q: I couldn't hear you at a time so I wanted to clarify. The admin tab has to be purchased in 
servicedesk right? 
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A: Admin tab is available to any technician who has SDAdmin role assigned to him. 

    

Q: How to rename the additional fields? 

   

A: To rename an additional field, go to Admin > Service Catalog additional field > edit the field > remove  

the existing label name, update the new name and save. (Note: this step involves data loss, once 

renamed, the field will be removed from all the existing requests along with the stored data) 

    

Q: Can we pop up specific window / solution on field change while creating request? 

   

A: When user goes to create a new request, solution suggestions can be show based on the keywords 

in announcements and solution articles. To enable this option, go to Admin > Self-service portal 

settings > enable the rule  Show Suggestions to requesters while creating new Incident Request? .

    

Q: I know how to customize the Portal Usage text from the server files. Do you know if it is 
possible to change the Font Style to our corporate style?  

   

A: The option to customize the text in the portal usage area will be given in the UI in one our service 

packs. 

    

Q: Can you assign a request to a group of technicians? 

   

A: Yes, a request can be assigned to a support group. Once assigned, notifications can be triggered to 

all the group members.  

    

Q: Can a incident request can be viewed by multiple technicians to get their comments? 

   

A: You can share the request with multiple technicians. Learn more about share request from the link 

below., 

https://help.servicedeskplus.com/requests/share-request.html   
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Q: We are able to create custom views of requests as a technician using custom filters. Is it 
possible to change the views available to the requestor?  

   

A: Custom filters are not available for requesters.  

    

Q: How can users (non-technicians) view problems/changes/projects? 

   

A: Requesters can't view problems however requesters can be assigned with a change or project role 

so that they can be involved in the activity.  

To learn more,  

Change Roles: 

https://help.servicedeskplus.com/configurations/problem_changemanagement/add_change_roles.htm

l   

Project Roles: https://help.servicedeskplus.com/configurations/project/configuring_project_roles.html   

    

Q: Is there is the way to requester mapped assets get automatically comes once requester is 
logeed in? 

   

A: If the requester is associated to an asset, then it will automatically set the asset in the request that 

he submits.  

    

Q: Could you show please how can I modify the layout of users? I've loose this point 

   

A: Go to Admin > Self-service portal settings > Customize self-service portal. Here you can make 

changes to the layout and publish. 

    

Q: How can I assign incident to myself automatically, if I edit it? 

   

A: This can be achieved with field and form rules. Go to Admin > Service Catalog > edit the request 

template > create a new rule on form load, provide a rule name > in actions, choose execute script > 

write custom script > paste this script and save to achieve your requirement.  
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var x=$CS.getLoggedInUserId(); 

$CS.setValue("TECHNICIAN",x);   

    

Q: Is it possible to define new default mandatory fields for tasks?  

   

A: It is not possible to mandate field entry while creating tasks, however it can be done while closing a 

task. Go to Admin > Task closing rules > enable the fields that has to be made mandatory for closure 

and save.  

    

Q: Have you seen this application shared across multiple departments as well as IT and does this 
work?  

   

A: ServiceDesk Plus Cloud has enterprise service management which enables other departments to use 

it. The ESM suite is in the final stages of development in the on-premises model. It will be available 

soon. 

To know more about ESM: 

https://www.manageengine.com/products/service-desk/enterprise-it-service-desk-management.html   

    

Q: Can we also automatically close the ticket after specified time reminder, if the approvers not 
yet approve the tickets? 

   

A: We can trigger reminder emails to service request approvers however it is not possible to close a 

request if the approver doesn't take any action.  

    

Q: If the request is being rejected, can we make amendments and re trigger the approval 
workflow again? 

   

A: For now it is not possible to achieve this requirement.  

    

Q: Can a requester edit his own ticket? 
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A: From the latest version 9.4 build 9404, requesters are given the option to edit and make changes to  

their own requests.  

    

Q: Can elaborate on SLA again and the importance? 

   

A: To learn more about SLA, please check the link below. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6wAgjA5dGQ  

    

Q: Hi. I have not yet explored the SD. Like an option in Request Closing Rules wherein if all Tasks 
are Closed, the Requests will automatically closed. Is there a chance that a Task will 
automatically Closed when Technician done with the task? Or it has to be closed manually? 

   

A: The technician has to manually close the task.  

    

Q: Can you show us again how to enable the Service catalog? I don't see it as an option.  

   

A: Service Catalog is available out of the box in the enterprise edition only. If you are using the 

standard or professional edition, you can purchase service catalog as an add-on or choose to upgrade 

to the enterpise edition.  

    

Q: Can we import Service Categories from CSV/PDF? 

   

A: It is not possible to import service categories via CSV, however the category, sub-category and item 

list can be imported from a CSV file.  

    

Q: How can I generate reports that will show me what requests uses Incident Templates? 

   

A: I believe your requirement is to get a report only of the incident, if that is the case go to Reports > 

New custom report > select the module as 'All requests' > filter by 'Incidents' > Proceed to report wizard 

> choose the columns and run report.  
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Q: If a requester wants to edit an approved ticket, is this possible? 

   

A: No, it is not possible for a requester to edit an apporved request.  

    

Q: How to send email to create new tickets? 

   

A: You have to create a mail account for ServiceDesk Plus in your mail server and configure the same 

under mail server settings in the admin section. To learn more about mail server settings, check the 

link below., 

https://help.servicedeskplus.com/configurations/helpdesk/email-configurations.html   

    

Q: In form designer, Can we add a resource which pick up data from a third party website? For 
example, when clicked on a resource, it directs you to a third party website to fill a form? 

   

A: In the current design, it is not possible to redirect resource to a third party site.  

    

Q: If the request is cancelled by technician, will the workflow approval stop automatically? 

   

A: If the request is cancelled by a tech it will not revoke the approval workflow however when an 

approver tries to take action, it will give a message that the request is invalid.  

    

Q: Is there any chance that the Form/Incident template can be integrate in Sharepoint? I don't 
want my users to login in SD, we want Guests to send Requests through Sharepoint (form) if 
possible 

   

A: You can make use of the REST API and build a custom HTML form in your Sharepoint portal to 

submit requests.  

    

Q: Can we add Requesters from Azure AD? 

   

A: If ServiceDesk Plus runs in Azure cloud, then it is possible to connect the application and import 

users from the Azure AD. 
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